
Quarterly Issues/Programs List for Stations  

KQSL, KKPM-CD and KRDT-CD Q4 2020 

October 1 – December 31, 2020 

 

 

 

SIGNIFICANT COMMUNITY ISSUES IDENTIFIED 

 

 Addiction recovery 

 Black History 

 Cantonese and Mandarin curriculum 

 Community outreach 

 Cosmetics 

 Crime 

 Evangelism 

 Homelessness 

 Men's Issues 

 Ministry 

 Music 

 Non-profit 

 Poverty 

 Politics 

 Racism 

 Women's Issues 

 Local Chinese Cultural Education and Outreach 

 

Description of Programs Providing the Most significant treatment of Community Issues 

 

2020 Quarter 4 (July 1 – September 30, 2020) on KQSL, KKPM-CD 28 & KRDT-CD 23 

 

People Like You Wednesday 5:30am & 8:00pm; Thursday 2:00am, 5:30am & 9:30pm;  

                                    Sunday 4:00pm 

Aspiring Women Wednesday 1:00pm; Friday 1:00pm 

Significant Insights Tuesday 9:30pm; Saturday 2:00am and Sunday 9:30pm 

 

People Like You  

This locally produced program focuses on the people and communities of the San Francisco Bay 

Area, including Oakland and San Jose.  The show features local and national guests and 

encourages audiences to effect positive change in their lives and communities.  Transformative 

guests, thoughtful topics, and an inspirational approach earned this program an Emmy Award.  

Hosted by Debbie Fraser. 

 

Aspiring Women  

Aspiring Women is an Emmy award winning TLN original program that features captivating 

stories, honest talk, and practical insights on the common, challenging issues women face.  



Through the adaptation of on-location features, dramatic storytelling and lively interviews, 

Aspiring Women gives viewers something to think about, talk about and share with others.  With 

a refreshing mixture of friendship, humor and attitude, Shirley Rose, Valerie Burton and Chonda 

Pierce form a dynamic hosting team that leaves no stone unturned as they observe life through 

their own unique lenses. 

 

Significant Insights  

Significant Insights is a weekly call-in program, hosted by Jerry Rose, touching on a broad range 

of compelling, Christian topics, including interviews with extraordinary people of Faith.  

Significant Insights is not just an interview program, but an interactive show where callers have a 

chance to express their views or ask a questions on topics like: parenting issues, evolution vs. 

intelligent design, status of race relations in the American church, freedom from sexual 

addictions, the assault on Christmas in the public square, mistakes couples make, where America 

is heading, understanding Islam, living a life of integrity, coping with depression, death and loss. 

 

UChannel News (Chinese local news for the Bay Area) 

UChannel news is a weekday program produced by River of Life Christian Church in San Jose, 

CA airing Tuesday through Saturday at 5:30AM and 1AM.  It provides national and local news 

in the Chinese language. 

 

Episode descriptions, topics, dates, and times of broadcast are attached for each program.  

 

KQSL, KKPM-CD and KRDT-CD’s Significant Insights Issues & Programs FCC Report 

2020 Fourth Quarter 
     

POSITION 1: Tuesday 9:30pm   

                                                              
    Runtime: 28:30 

Show 

# 
Time Date Guests Issues 

SI2006 9:30pm 10/6/2020 Lisa Stringer 

When Lisa Stringer’s husband was 

diagnosed with stage 4 lymphoma, the 

prognosis was poor.  But through 

fervent prayer that spread 

internationally and a determination to 

survive, her husband is now cancer 

free. She recounts their journey in her 

book “God did not do this to me.”  



SI2007 9:30pm 10/13/2020  John Mauck 

Preaching at the Bean: Lawyer John 

Mauck talks about his lawsuit with the 

City of Chicago on behalf of students 

on Wheaton College’s evangelism 

team. They were prohibited from 

witnessing at Chicago’s iconic tourist 

attraction “The Bean”.  

SI2008 9:30pm 10/20/2020 Caryn Rivadeneria 

In her book Broke, author Caryn 

Rivadeneria recounts what she learned 

about brokenness, hardship, God, faith 

and trust when her family’s financial 

world collapsed. 

SI2009 9:30pm 10/27/2020 

Dennis Prager 

Radio talk show host Dennis Prager 

talks about a variety of topics 

including free speech and the 

differences between the left, liberals 

and conservatives.  

SI2010 9:30pm 11/3/20 

Dr. Mark Talbot; Joe 

Dubowski; Pastor 

Chris Harris 

Roundtable: Evil: Almost weekly it 

seems that another evil act is 

perpetrated on innocent people.  Are 

these the spiritual forces of evil as 

described in the bible or are these the 

result of sinful man?  A roundtable of 

though leaders discuss the reality of 

evil. 

SI2011 9:30pm 11/10/20  Phil Willingham 

From his book “The Most Powerful 

Voice in your Life”, Dr. Phil 

Willingham discusses the 

destructiveness of negative self-talk 

and the power of learning to speak to 

ourselves with a biblical mindset.   

SI2001 9:30pm 11/17/20  Asherita Ciuciu 

RE-AIRL Bible & Breakfast: Author 

Asherita Ciuciu helps women connect 

with God through her 31 day 

devotional Bible & Breakfast.     

SI1912 9:30pm 11/24/20 

Seth Morgan, 

Chaplain Steve 

Madawick,  

Kevin Page 

Opioid Crisis #1:  In 2017 the 

Department of Health and Human 

Services declared this the opioid crisis 

as a public health emergency. In part 1 

of a two part series, former addicts tell 

their stories of addiction and how they 

found freedom and health. 



SI1913 9:30pm 12/1/20 
James Glasgow &  

Dr. George Macrinici 

Opioid Crisis #2 In part two on the 

opioid crisis, a State’s Attorney in 

Illinois and a pain management doctor 

weigh in on the problems causes by 

the over-prescription of opioid drugs. 

  9:30pm  12/8/20   
PRE-EMPTED FOR CHRISTMAS 

PROGRAMMING 

  9:30pm  12/15/20   
PRE-EMPTED FOR CHRISTMAS 

PROGRAMMING 

  9:30pm  12/22/20   
PRE-EMPTED FOR CHRISTMAS 

PROGRAMMING 

SI1903 9:30pm   Pastor Dan Willis 

Freedom to Forget:  Pastor Dan Willis 

talks from his own life experience 

about how to forgive the wounds from 

your past and find true freedom from 

anger and bitterness. 

     



 

KQSL, KKPM-CD and KRDT-CD ’s People Like You Issues & Programs FCC Report 

2020 Fourth Quarter  

 

Position 1: Wednesday 8:00pm                                                                                                      

Runtime: 28:30 

Re-airs: Thursday 9:30pm, Sunday 4:00pm 

Date Time Show Issues Contact Info. & Website Links 

9/28 8:00pm 1706 

Lawrence Miles 

may never have 

guessed that he 
would have a 

loving wife, 

several degrees, 

and a career well 
established in the 

bio tech industry 

when he was 
homeless. But, 

Dr. Yaahn G. 

Hunter, a Bay 

Area pastor saw 
the potential. 

Together they 

encourage us to 
stretch beyond 

ourselves to see 

the need in 
others.    

TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415.485.5856 

 

Lawrence Miles, Senior Administrator 
Bio-Rad Laboratories 

lawrence-miles@sbcglobal.net 

510-384-5324 

New Faith Cathedral COGIC 
Pastor: Dr. Yaahn G. Hunter 

1140 Capitol Street 

Vallejo, CA 94590 
707- 416-2101 

newfaithcathedralcogic@gmail.com 

www.newfaithcogic.org 

10/5 8:00pm 1524 

Sweat 

Cosmetics, 

“empowering 
women, 

embracing 

beauty, 
encouraging 

sweat,” the all-

natural 

foundation that 
narrows the gap 

between beauty 

and fitness. We 
are blessed to 

have with us 

today, the CEO 
of Sweat 

Cosmetics and 

professional 

athlete, Courtney 

TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415.485.5856 

  

Sweat Cosmetics 
Courtney Jones, CEO 

1(844) TO-SWEAT 

www.sweatcosmetics.com 
info@sweatcosmetics.com 



Jones.   

10/12 8:00pm 1704 

Chi Alpha 

Campus 

Ministries 
provides support 

& a ministry 

focus to students 

all over the 
country. Will and 

Jen Klier, 

Directors of the 
UC Davis 

campus, talk 

about the 
program. Recent 

graduate, Preston 

Leung, talks 

about the issues 
facing students 

today. 

TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415.485.5856 

 

Will and Jen Klier, Directors 
Chi Alpha Campus Ministries, USA 

www.chialpha.com &  

Davis Christian Fellowship 

www.dcfdavis.org 
willklier@gmail.com 

10/19 8:00pm 1710 

Tosha Owens, 
Ministry Leader 

for Celebrate 

Recovery at New 
Life Church in 

Alamo, CA.  

They currently 

offer CR at the 
Alamo Campus, 

not the Dublin 

Campus.  

TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415.485.5856Tosha 
OwensMinistry Leader, Celebrate RecoveryNew Life 

Church2501 Danville Blvd.Alamo, CA 

94507www.newlifeinfo.com/cr(925) 954-

4505towens@newlifeinfo.com 



10/26 8:00pm 1512 

East Palo Alto 
has long been 

known for 

poverty and 

crime. But, 
residents are 

working to 

change that 
image and 

change the 

tapestry of their 
city. Pastor 

Timoteo Uelese 

and members of 

the Aleuia 
Samoan 

Assembly of God 

take very 
seriously their 

desire to serve. 

And that 
commitment has 

been recognized 

by city officials. 

Pastor Uelese 
and his 

constituents are 

making a 
positive 

difference and 

today we 

celebrate their 
efforts. 

TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415.485.5856 

 

Timoteou Uelese, Pastor, Aleluia Samoan Assembly of God 
962 Runnymede St. 

East Palo Alto, CA 94303 

(650) 814-7913 

11/2 8:00pm 1715 

Pastor Joel Jones 

didn’t expect to 
save the life of a 

California CHP 

Officer when he 

set out on 
Interstate 80, but 

he did. Pastor 

Jones talks about 
this experience 

and his 

conversion to 
Christianity.  

Joel & AnnaLisa 

Jones are the 

pastors of Spirit 
of Truth Church 

Worldwide in 

 

TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415-485-5856 
 

Pastors Joel & AnnaLisa Jones 

Spirit of Truth Church Worldwide 

701 Pomona Street, Crockett, CA 94525 
www.sotcww.com 

info@sotcww.com, (707) 759-5244 



Crockett.          

11/9 8:00pm 1713 

Kathryn 

Simmons has 

been involved at 
The Well 

Christian 

Community 

since it opened 
its doors over 15 

years ago. 

Currently serving 
as Minister of the 

Women's & 

Freedom Prayer 
Ministries, her 

words inspire us 

to go beyond 

what we imagine 
for ourselves. 

 

TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415-485-5856 

 
Kathryn Simmons - Minister, The Well Christian Community 

2333 Nissen Drive; Livermore, CA 94551 

www.thewellchurch.net 

ksimmons@thewellchurch.net 
925-479-1414 

11/16 8:00pm 1714 

Pastor Joel Jones 

didn’t expect to 
save the life of a 

California CHP 

Officer when he 

set out on 
Interstate 80, but 

he did. Pastor 

Jones talks about 
this experience 

and his 

conversion to 
Christianity.  

Joel & AnnaLisa 

Jones are the 

pastors of Spirit 
of Truth Church 

Worldwide in 

Crockett.          

TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415-485-5856Pastors Joel & 

AnnaLisa JonesSpirit of Truth Church Worldwide701 Pomona 
Street, Crockett, CA 

94525www.sotcww.cominfo@sotcww.com, (707) 759-5244 



11/23 8:00pm 1716 

Few would argue 
that our cities 

and communities 

are cleaner and 

safer when we 
work together to 

achieve that goal. 

Dr. Ed Silvoso, 
founder and 

president of 

Harvest 
Evangelism and 

Pastor Anthony 

Summers of 

Impact Bible 
Ministries talk 

about this 

initiative and 
Harvest 

Evangelism. 

 
TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415-485-5856 

 

Ed Silvoso, Founder and President 

Transform Our World 
PO Box 20310; San Jose, CA 95160 

www.transformourworld.org 

edsilvoso@transformourworld.org 
(408) 350-1660 

 

Pastor Anthony Summers 
Impact Bible Ministries 

1680 Fairgrounds Drive; Vallejo, CA 94589 

Impactpastor@comcast.net 

(707) 342-2592 

11/30 8:00pm 1719 

In the heart of 

the city of 
Oakland is a 

small but mighty 

shelter that has 
served over 

80,000 at risk 

single women 
and women with 

children since 

1982. Ariel 

Outreach 
Missions co-

founder, Dr. 

Karla Jackson, 
joins us as well 

Cathy Dunlap, 

and two women 

aided by this 

program.  

 

TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415-485-5856 
 

Karla Jackson 

Ariel Outreach Mission 
P.O. Box 5035 

Oakland, CA 94605 

www.arielom.org 
helpariel@yahoo.com 

510.978.5844 

 

Cathy Dunlap, Elnoria Brown and Desiree Peterson 
(participants in the program) 



12/7 8:00pm 1702 

Dr. David 
Eckman, co-

founder, 

Becoming What 

God Intended 
Ministries, a 

Christian non-

profit 
specializing in 

training 

programs in 
China and North 

America. The 

ministry creates 

curriculum in 
Mandarin, 

Cantonese, and 

English.  

TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415-485-5856Dr. David 
Eckman, Founder Becoming What God Intended 

MinistriesP.O. Box 5246Pleasanton, CA 

94566925.846.6264david@bwgi.orgwww.whatgodintended.org 

12/14 8:00pm 1703 

Dr. Tom J. 

Cowley talks 

about his newest 

project, A Study 
of 32 Bible 

Topics with Real 

Stories for 
Young People.  

Co-authors 

Professor Dr. 
Rachael Mak and 

students, Olivia 

Lin and Thomas 

Wang, join him. 

 

TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415-485-5856 

 

Dr. Tom J. Cowley 
Professor, Author, Teacher 

My Bible Basics 

www.mybiblebasics.com 
800-826-7444 

12/21 8:00pm 1703 

Dr. Tom J. 

Cowley talks 

about his newest 

project, A Study 
of 32 Bible 

Topics with Real 

Stories for 
Young People.  

Co-authors 

Professor Dr. 
Rachael Mak and 

students, Olivia 

Lin and Thomas 

Wang, join him. 

 

TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415-485-5856 

 

Dr. Tom J. Cowley 
Professor, Author, Teacher 

My Bible Basics 

www.mybiblebasics.com 
800-826-7444 



12/28 8:00pm 1706 

Few would argue 
that our cities 

and communities 

are cleaner and 

safer when we 
work together to 

achieve that goal. 

Dr. Ed Silvoso, 
founder and 

president of 

Harvest 
Evangelism and 

Pastor Anthony 

Summers of 

Impact Bible 
Ministries talk 

about this 

initiative and 
Harvest 

Evangelism. 

 
TLNWest, www.TLNWest.tv, 415-485-5856 

 

Ed Silvoso, Founder and President 

Transform Our World 
PO Box 20310; San Jose, CA 95160 

www.transformourworld.org 

edsilvoso@transformourworld.org 
(408) 350-1660 

 

Pastor Anthony Summers 
Impact Bible Ministries 

1680 Fairgrounds Drive; Vallejo, CA 94589 

Impactpastor@comcast.net 

(707) 342-2592 

 

KQSL, KKPM-CD and KRDT-CD ’s Aspiring Women You Issues & Programs FCC Report 

2020 Fourth  

Quarter 

  

   Runtime: 28:30 

Show # Time Date Guests Issues 

TLN002416 1:00pm 10/2/20 
The Great  

Challenge Show 

Each Aspiring Women host steps out of 

her comfort zone to take on a new spine-

tingling challenge. You won’t believe 

what Shirley, Tammy and Michelle will 

do for a thrill! 

TLN001872 1:00pm 10/7/20 

The Ultimate Makeover 

(Sharon Jaynes/Lysa 

TerKeurst w/ audience) 

How far are you willing to go to be 

beautiful?  We’ll do a make-over as a 

wedding gift to a bride just days away 

from tying the knot.  Meet author Sharon 

Jaynes who shares how she went from 

merely playing “dress-up” to finding true 

beauty of the interior kind. 

TLN002435 1:00pm 10/9/20 
Song of Saigon  

(Anh Vu Sawyer) 

When American troops were pulling out 

of Vietnam in 1975, thousands were 

desperate to leave as communist tanks 

surrounded the city.  Learn how Anh Vu 

Sawyer’s family miraculously escaped at 

the last minute in a U.S. helicopter. 



TLN002437 1:00pm 10/14/20 

Singlehanded Parenting 

(Lynda Hunter-

Bjorklund) 

She was a woman who “had it all” until a 

painful secret destroyed her marriage.  

Find out how Dr. Lynda Hunter-Bjorklund 

fought back to recover from a devastating 

divorce, then used her heartache to help 

thousands of other single parents. 

TLN002437 1:00pm 10/16/20 

Singlehanded Parenting 

(Lynda Hunter-

Bjorklund) 

She was a woman who “had it all” until a 

painful secret destroyed her marriage.  

Find out how Dr. Lynda Hunter-Bjorklund 

fought back to recover from a devastating 

divorce, then used her heartache to help 

thousands of other single parents. 

TLN002479 1:00pm 10/21/20 
Sins of the Father 

(Emily & Tom Davis) 

On a stifling hot Texas day in 1988 Emily 

Davis’ father and three other family 

members were brutally murdered.  The 

man responsible had not only been dead 

for over 10 years, but was Emily’s own 

grandfather Ervil LeBaron, a Mormon cult 

leader.  Hear how she triumphed over her 

dark family history. 

TLN002479 1:00pm 10/23/20 
Sins of the Father  

(Emily & Tom Davis) 

On a stifling hot Texas day in 1988 Emily 

Davis’ father and three other family 

members were brutally murdered.  The 

man responsible had not only been dead 

for over 10 years, but was Emily’s own 

grandfather Ervil LeBaron, a Mormon cult 

leader.  Hear how she triumphed over her 

dark family history. 

TLN002484 1:00pm 10/28/20 
A Song for Julie  

(Julie Nitsch) 

She was a young woman forced to 

separate from the love of her life when, 

3,000 miles from home, she became a 

victim of a vicious crime.  Sean 

Fortenberry found herself alone and 

pregnant from a rape.  You’ll hear her 

journey of sacrifice, courage and finally 

redemption. 



TLN002484 1:00pm 10/30/20 
A Song for Julie  

(Julie Nitsch) 

She was a young woman forced to 

separate from the love of her life when, 

3,000 miles from home, she became a 

victim of a vicious crime.  Sean 

Fortenberry found herself alone and 

pregnant from a rape.  You’ll hear her 

journey of sacrifice, courage and finally 

redemption. 

TLN002557 1:00pm 11/4/20 

Split Purse-onality  

(Donna Partow w/  

studio audience) 

Donna Partow claims she can tell all about 

a woman by what she carries in her 

handbag.  She shares with our hosts and 

studio audience how knowing your 

personality type can help shed light on 

relationships with your family and friends. 

TLN002557 1:00pm 11/6/20 

Split Purse-onality  

(Donna Partow w/  

studio audience) 

Donna Partow claims she can tell all about 

a woman by what she carries in her 

handbag.  She shares with our hosts and 

studio audience how knowing your 

personality type can help shed light on 

relationships with your family and friends. 

TLN002557 1:00pm 11/11/20 

Split Purse-onality  

(Donna Partow w/  

studio audience) 

Donna Partow claims she can tell all about 

a woman by what she carries in her 

handbag.  She shares with our hosts and 

studio audience how knowing your 

personality type can help shed light on 

relationships with your family and friends. 

TLN002557 1:00pm 11/13/20 

Split Purse-onality  

(Donna Partow w/  

studio audience) 

Donna Partow claims she can tell all about 

a woman by what she carries in her 

handbag.  She shares with our hosts and 

studio audience how knowing your 

personality type can help shed light on 

relationships with your family and friends. 

TLN002588 1:00pm 11/18/20 
Mothers Never Die  

(Beverly Rose) 

She grew up in the rich tradition of a 

Jewish family from the New York 

suburbs.  But just as Beverly Rose’s career 

as a clinical psychologist began to 

skyrocket, a mysterious illness forced her 

to move home with her parents.  You’ll 

hear her journey of love and loss and 

incredible courage. 



TLN002588 1:00pm 11/20/20 
Mothers Never Die  

(Beverly Rose) 

She grew up in the rich tradition of a 

Jewish family from the New York 

suburbs.  But just as Beverly Rose’s career 

as a clinical psychologist began to 

skyrocket, a mysterious illness forced her 

to move home with her parents.  You’ll 

hear her journey of love and loss and 

incredible courage. 

TLN002601 1:00pm 11/25/20 
Poor Little Rich Girl  

(Mary Helen Bryant) 

Mary Helen Bryant was born into a 

wealthy oil family, but all her money 

couldn’t insulate her from heartache.  

When this divorced mother of two became 

emotionally unglued, it took the dream of 

a stranger to help turn her life around. 

TLN002601 1:00pm 11/27/20 
Poor Little Rich Girl  

(Mary Helen Bryant) 

Mary Helen Bryant was born into a 

wealthy oil family, but all her money 

couldn’t insulate her from heartache.  

When this divorced mother of two became 

emotionally unglued, it took the dream of 

a stranger to help turn her life around. 

TLN003393 1:00pm 12/2/20 

Healthy Boundaries  

(Dr. John Townsend  

w/ studio audience) 

Ever try to have a conversation on a 

touchy topic with a co-worker or someone 

you love only to have it come out all 

wrong?  Dr. John Townsend, licensed 

psychologist and co-author of the best-

selling Boundaries book series, joins the 

AW hosts and a studio audience to share 

his tips on success in relationships and 

conflict resolution. 

TLN003393 1:00pm 12/4/20 

Healthy Boundaries  

(Dr. John Townsend  

w/ studio audience) 

Ever try to have a conversation on a 

touchy topic with a co-worker or someone 

you love only to have it come out all 

wrong?  Dr. John Townsend, licensed 

psychologist and co-author of the best-

selling Boundaries book series, joins the 

AW hosts and a studio audience to share 

his tips on success in relationships and 

conflict resolution. 



TLN003395 1:00pm 12/9/20 

Money Matters  

(Cynthia Yates/Sharon  

Durling & Amy Cosby) 

When this single mom found herself 

scouring the floor of her van for sunflower 

seeds to feed her son, Cynthia Yates knew 

she needed a financial miracle.  Find out 

what she learned along the way to 

financial freedom.  And follow the 

journey of young, single Amy Cosby as 

she fights back to take charge of her out-

of-control spending. 

TLN003409 1:00pm 12/16/20 

Favorite Things  

(Charlene Baumbich  

w/ studio audience) 

Author Charlene Baumbich of the Dear 

Dorothy book series joins the AW hosts 

and a studio audience to share insider “girl 

tips.”  They reveal their favorite products 

and ideas for everything from the clothes 

closet to the kitchen sink. 

TLN003429 1:00pm 12/30/20 
When I Lay My Isaac  

Down (Carol Kent) 

A mother is awakened in the middle of the 

night by a chilling phone call.  Her son 

and only child, an Annapolis graduate on a 

fast-track naval career, was arrested for 

murder.  Author Carol Kent tells what she 

learned from this difficult journey through 

a mother’s worst nightmare. 

 



 



 



 

 
 


